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Class E: what if transistor were ideal switch?

Problem 1: can’t instantaneously change current 
through inductor

Can address both problems with a particular set of 
waveforms, a particular circuit, and an ideal switch

Problem 2: can’t instantaneously change voltage 
across capacitor

open switch -- zero current -- zero dissipation
closed switch -- zero voltage -- zero dissipation
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key element is shunt switch and capacitor
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note: only resistive element is Rload, and only sine 
wave in load, so 100% efficiency



Class E waveforms
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Class E problems

Published in 1975, development restricted by patents for 
most of the past 30 years.

Design is based on ideal switch.  Most RF PA develop-
ment work over past 30 years has been at frequencies 
where transistors are not good switches

Fundamentally a time domain circuit.  RF Engineers think 
in the frequency domain.  Microwave Engineers seldom 
have access to voltage and current waveforms.
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more Class E characteristics

Measured efficiencies in the high 80% range typical... 
amateurs typically hit 90% with vacuum tubes in class C

Performance in practice has been a bit underwhelming:

Fundamentally non-linear

PUF is poor.  The same device can produce much more 
output power as a class A amplifier.

...but it does provide high efficiency at low frequencies 
where transistors are available with good voltage and 
current capability and not-so-good thermal properties...
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Class F: another look at PA Load Network



Overdriven Class A generates efficient waveform 
at device with extra drive

Average

Class A Waveforms

Trade efficiency for deviation 
from pure sine wave at device



Class C -- Hi Q Resonant Network

short circuit at harmonics of fundamental
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Design often based on Load Pull measurements.  If 
we could see waveforms, what would they look like?

Class F: design network to short circuit or open 
circuit the harmonics

Based on overdriven class A understanding, device 
voltage or current has steeper slope.

Fundamentally linear.
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Incidental Class E F J

If network has enough degrees of freedom and is optimized 
for maximum efficiency, the circuit is likely some cousin of 
one of the textbook classes, but in a practical circuit that in-
cludes all the device nonlinearities...or perhaps just a local 
maximum...
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